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To maintain our scientific and technical leadership, ONERA invests in

fundamental research and spurs innovation. We are developing the

defense technologies that will underpin tomorrow's strategic and

tactical systems. We are also working on the enabling technologies for

tomorrow's commercial aircraft, to reduce fuel consumption and

noise, while further improving safety. 

ONERA is a multidisciplinary organization that brings together the

talents of 2,000 top experts in energetics, aerodynamics, materials,

structures, electromagnetism, optics, instrumentation, atmospheric

environment and space physics, complex and onboard systems,

information processing and long-term design. 

ONERA is Europe's leading center of expertise for aeronautical

wind tunnels. 

Results-oriented, ONERA conducts research in true project mode,

based on professionalism, scientific excellence, impartial expertise

and confidentiality. Fully two-thirds of our business comes from

commercial contracts with firm deadlines, awarded under competitive

conditions. Our annual budget is 244 million euros, including 26

million euros to keep our plant and equipment in perfect shape. 

ONERA works for both governments and industry. 
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Propulsion Innovation
through Advanced
Turbomachinery
Research

Contact

Business Development and Commercialization Department

Tel.: +33 1 80 38 67 51 

contact@onera.fr



Objective: • improve industry's ability to predict the lifetime of compo-
nents operating in severe thermomechanical environments.
Onera's contribution: • mechanical experiments (setting up com-
plex tests, developing test facilities and dedicated measured sys-
tems) • high-temperature modeling of the behavior and damage
mechanisms of single-crystal materials (turbine blades) and multi-
crystal materials (combustors) • numerical simulation and devel-
opment of innovative methodologies to calculate complex
structures and robustly predict ruin. 

> see next page: "Towards sustainable air transport"

Objective: • set up a multidisciplinary optimization platform, encompassing
aerodynamic, aeromechanical and aeroacoustic aspects, dedicated to the
design of compressors and turbines. 
Onera's contribution: • develop an analytical method to shorten the opti-
mization process, tested on compressors and turbines • set up optimization
platforms using powerful computation codes (elsA, ZeBuLoN1 )

Onera teamed up with engine manufacturer Snecma (Safran group) in early 2012
to design major engine assemblies, such as the fan, bypass duct and nacelle, as

well as systems integration. Snecma is calling on Onera's expertise in aerodynamics, aeroacoustics
and aeroelasticity to explore new technologies for future fans. Through this collaboration, Onera will
better understand the needs of one of its long-standing partners, by using Snecma's own computation
systems and design tools.

Reduce development costs and design margins 

Reduce maintenance costs

Reduce fuel consumption

Manufacturers in the very competitive aircraft engine market
seek continuous improvements in their development
efficiency, product performance and maintenance costs.
Onera supports these companies throughout the product life
cycle by delivering innovative solutions that provide a real
competitive advantage.

OPTIM

Optimization calculation using elsA
software to define a blade airfoil

TEAMING UP ON THE FUTURE
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1 co-developed by Onera and the Ecole des Mines engineering school

> development of optical/thermal non-destructive
testing tools to identify blade damage

Simulation of cracking 
on the leading edge of turbine blades

LIFETIME OF HOT STRUCTURES

> develop powerful performance prediction
applications to reduce the design cycle

> design studies on material lifetimes

> design studies to
enhance component
performancehe air transport industry today is

faced with tremendous economic and

societal challenges. Onera is placing

its scientific excellence at the service of

today's engine manufacturers to help them

meet these challenges. Our scope of expertise

spans the entire innovation chain, from under-

standing underlying physical phenomena to

building demonstrators, and includes model-

ing, numerical simulation and experimenta-

tion. Onera's multidisciplinary skills mean that

we can address the complex interrelated

problems facing today's engine-makers, who

seek to strike a delicate balance between com-

petitiveness, sustainable development, safety

and innovation. The following pages will give you

a brief look at Onera's areas of expertise, expe-

rience and current or recent research programs. 

T

Improving 

across the board
competitiveness
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To make sure that air transport is sustainable over the long run,
the Advisory Council for Aeronautics Research in Europe
(ACARE) has set ambitious goals for the aircraft industry to
achieve by 2020 (versus 2000): reduce noise and CO2 emissions
by 50%, and NOx emissions by 80%. At Onera we work directly
with engine-makers to meet these demanding goals. 

Objective: • develop and improve numerical methods for the aerodynamic
simulation of  technological details • improve the accuracy of aerodynamic
calculations used to predict fan noise (broadband and spectral lines) • devel-
op models for sources, propagation and acoustic radiation.
Onera's contribution: • development of a methodology for Chimera CFD
pre-processing (in a research environment Cassiopée) • development of a
methodology (integrated in the Zeppelin1 code) to estimate the acoustic power
of engines at different operating speeds (subsonic, transonic) • demonstration
of the effectiveness of the elsA code in unsteady state conditions to predict
noise from rotor-stator interaction lines • development of a code to simulate
equivalent noise sources (ExFan), enabling the coupling of Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) and Computational Aeroacoustics (CAA).

Design lighter, quieter fans

AITEC

Instantaneous pressure field
and shock waves in front of a

rotor at transonic speed 
(elsA computation)

Objective: • optimize combustion chambers design and quantifying their
impact in terms of pollutant emissions (NOx, CO, soot, ...) in addition to their
operability and their stability • build experimental data base for the validation
of numerical models and simulation codes.

M1 TEST BENCH 

Objective: • model the durability of interlocked woven composite materials
with organic or ceramic matrices, as well as production processes.
Onera's contribution: • fine modeling of the behavior, damage and failure
mechanisms of interlocked woven composites • support for industry in gear-
ing up for commercializing research results.

COMPOSITES 

Numerical simulation of a
technology test on a fan blade

> study the
aeroacoustics of
high-bypass fans

Design low-emissions combustion chambers

> testing of combustors or sections
of combustors under operating
conditions representative of
those encountered in real aircraft
combustion chambers

> measuring NOx and soot in combustors

> advanced laser-based diagnostics for the characterization of combustion gases

> study of different injection systems to ensure optimized fuel spray

> studies on the coking of fuels during injection

> studies on the temperature of the combustor walls

> characterization of emissions

Design high-pressure-ratio compressors with reduced weight and high efficiency
> aerodynamic design studies on compressor stages

> development of new materials that stand up to higher temperatures in high-pressure stages
Design quieter combustion chambers
> understand combustion noise mechanisms

> mechanical
characterization
and modeling of
composite fan blades

CLEANER

Numerical simulation of
combustion chamber
with swirled injection.
Field of soot and
kerosene droplets
colored by their
surface temperature

Onera developed the elsA computation code for
the numerical simulation of aerodynamics,
integrating aeroelasticity effects as well as
aerothermal and aeroacoustic coupling.
Capable of simulating complex internal and
external flows, elsA is used for a vast range of
applications, including airplanes and helicopters,
turbomachinery, missiles, launchers, air inlets,
nozzles, propulsive jets, etc.

sAbrinA is a computational
aeroacoustics (CAA) code developed by

Onera to simulate the propagation and radiation of
acoustic sources, taking into account complex
flows and geometries.

The CEDRE computation code developed by
Onera is used to simulate multiphysics phenomena
within complex flows in the energetics and propulsion
fields (combustion, real gases, aerothermal coupling,
two-phase flows, liquid films, radiation, plasma, etc.)
with extended coupling capabilities (aeroacoustics,
aeromechanics, ...). CEDRE provides adapted pre- and
post-processing tools and allows a general polyhedral
unstructured moving/deforming grids. 
CEDRE is a fully parallel code. Its many applications
include turbomachinery, ramjets, detonation wave
engines, solid or liquid propulsion rocket engines, etc.

Numerical
simulation of
separation in a
rotating axial
compressor

1 elsA simulation post-processing tool

Upstream radiation and propagation
of an interaction mode generated by a

counter-rotating fan (VITAL project)

Numerical simulation of a fuel injection jet in a
combustor designed using CEDRE

Objective: • bolster the energetics capabil-
ities of the CEDRE computation code, includ-
ing the formation of pollutants • carry out
new measurements to expand the current
experimental database.
Onera's contribution:• embed in the CEDRE
code the first model simulating the produc-
tion of NOx • carry out stationary simula-
tions on two combustors equipped with
sophisticated swirl type injectors.

Towards 

air transport
sustainable

SABRINA
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Applications: • manufacture of large crys-
tals • studying eutectic ceramics produced
by melting and directional solidification, to
replace nickel-based metal blades, and
nitride-based ceramics for turbomachinery.

BRIDGMAN FURNACE

Improve turbine efficiency by increasing inlet temperatures and pressure

> development of new
ceramic materials that
do not need cooling
systems or thermal
coatings, for use in
helicopter engines, and
development of low-
density metallic alloys

Objective: • improve cooling systems for turbine blades
Onera's contribution: • numerical simulation of aerothermal flows • tests
on the Bathire test bench, to study the blade cooling circuit while rotating.

ERICKA> development of
simulation tools to
predict temperatures
on turbine blades

Bathire is a test bench
used to study thermal
transfers in rotating

turbomachinery blades

Reduce jet noise

EXEJET

> study nozzle shapes and noise attenuation devices

Objective: • define high bypass
engine configurations, for under-
wing installation, optimized for
jet noise reduction • provide
simulation tools for low-noise
nozzles installed under wings,
on next-generation commercial
jetliners. 
Onera's contribution:
• assessment of the ability of
Onera’s advanced numerical
codes to predict nozzle noise
in various configurations • vali-
dation by extensive testing on
the Cepra 19 aeroacoustic
wind  tunnel: far field, near field 
antenna array, particle image
velocimetry (PIV).

The presence of the wing masking jet noise in a pressure field (CEDRE and Kim codes)

Objective: • give industry a system able to predict the transition point
and roughness effects, enabling companies to design laminar-flow
nacelles to reduce drag.
Onera's contribution: • development of a database from research
wind tunnel tests, to establish design criteria in relation to surface
defects • elsA simulation with transition criteria • calculation of the
boundary limit and stability on a nacelle with a laminar-flow sleeve.

Design nacelles that reduce drag and absorb noise

EFAPS2-FLOWMAPI2

Determining the extent of laminar flow
on a nacelle equipped with a sleeve

> definition and characterization of
laminar flow nacelles

Objective: • study jet/pylon/wing interactions on a commercial jetliner 
• predict the development of mixing layers between the primary and sec-
ondary jet flows, and between the secondary (bypass) flow and external
flows • study the thermal impact on the pylon. 
Onera's contribution: • establishment of a detailed database using the
S3Ch wind tunnel in Meudon, with thermal measurements of the pylon
and jet characterization using optical measurement methods such as LDV
(laser Doppler velocimetry) or PIV (particle image velocimetry) • unsteady
flow numerical simulation, including generation of upstream turbulence
in line with measurements in the database.

Predict the effects of engine installation on aircraft

EFAPS2-JEDI2

Zonal detached eddy simulation (ZDES) of the interactions involved in a wing-mounted engine installation, with generation of upstream turbulence in the jet (computed with elsA)

> study of various engine
installations designed to
reduce drag and noise

7
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The need to guarantee air transport safety and meet increasingly strict
regulations has rallied engine-makers around a primary objective:
to continuously reduce the risk of accidents. Onera's targeted research
helps meet this challenge, with the overall objective of ensuring full
engine operability throughout the flight envelope. 

Objective: • develop a statistical model capable of simulating the impact
of hail on a solid surface (criteria include fragmentation, average speed
and size of fragments, etc.).
Onera's contribution: • development of the model • integration in the
CEDRE code to calculate the effect of hail ingestion in a jet engine.

Design engines that integrate constraints throughout the flight environment

SIMICE

SWAFEA

Objective: • improve prediction of vibrations in bladed
wheels: fan, propeller, impeller, compressor and multi-stage

turbine • consolidate experimental databases • improve understanding of non-syn-
chronous vibration phenomena. 
Onera's contribution: • model the technological effects of turbomachinery aeroelas-
ticity • develop a design method for coupled aeroelasticity • develop a numerical model
to study the dynamic behavior of structures undergoing large movements.

Speed and particle size of hail striking a fan blade

Multi-chorochronic pressure field in a multi-stage turbine on the CFM56 turbofan
(computed with elsA)

> studies of foreign
object damage
(hail, water, ash,
birds) and icing

Eliminate the need for rare materials

> studies on the development of alternative materials, in particular to meet environmental regulations

Plan ahead for the inevitable decline in natural resources (especially fossil fuels)

> characterization and studies of the physical-chemical behavior of synthetic fuels (mixed with jet fuel)

> studies on the compatibility of synthetic fuels
with current and future injection systems

Ensure that aircraft engines can relight during high-altitude flight
> numerical simulation and experimentation on engine relight

> numerical studies on lightning impact, recommendations for induced currents mitigation

Limit the impact of flames on the engine's structure

> studies on the resistance of engine parts exposed to fire

Control and limit the vibration and aeroelasticity of rotating parts in an engine

> modeling the technological effects for turbomachinery
aeroelasticity and vibration tests

Just improving today's technologies will not allow
us to significantly reduce engine fuel consumption.
We need revolutionary new technologies and
breakthroughs. Onera is fully committed to this
effort, in conjunction with industry. 

Building on its unrivaled experience and with the
help of industry, Onera intends to become the bench-

mark in icing research, not only in France but also in Europe. A network
comprising representatives of most stakeholders in the aviation industry
was therefore created in 2011, with Onera in charge of questions con-
cerning the modeling and numerical tools needed to study icing.

ICING

Mercato test bench, dedicated
to the study of the ignition of
jet or alternative fuel sprays

STUDY OF A COMBUSTION CHAMBER ALPHA-BIRD

Objective: • determine the feasibility of deploying alternative fuels (including
biofuels) and their technical, economic and environmental impact on aviation.
Onera's contribution: • coordination of this European project • characteri-
zation of fuel performance (compatibility with metals, stability under oxidation,
etc.) • measurements of emissions generated by alternative fuels, using the
M1 test bench • contribution to the atmospheric impact study for alternative
fuels • analysis of environmental impact (in particular, durability criteria and
resource analysis).

Objective: • develop the use of alter-
native fuels for aviation and identify
the best candidates • evaluate the
environmental and economic per-
formance of these fuels • pave the
way for the industrial-scale use of
the selected fuel. 
Onera's contribution: • thermal
stability, aging and material compat-
ibility tests for different alternative
fuels • tests and simulations to study
the atomization and evaporation of
fuels under conditions close to those
in an aircraft engine combustor, and
relight under critical conditions.

AEROVISTA

Objective: • develop tools that can reliably predict the ignition perform-
ance of a jet engine prototype.
Onera's contribution: • experimental database • validation of a test
strategy for ignition in a complete combustion chamber, based on tests
of part of a multi-injector chamber on the Mercato test bench • imple-
mentation and validation of a tool to predict the probability of ignition
• 3D unsteady flow simulations using the CEDRE code.

Comparison of the ignition visualization on the Mercato test bench (using laser
tomography) and a Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulation (CEDRE code)

safety
imperative

The
Tomorrow’s

Develop

technologies today
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Design tomorrow's aircraft engines

> studies of the counter-rotating open rotor (CROR) type engine, focusing on aerodynamics, aeroelasticity and aeroacoustics

An aerodynamic and
acoustic performance
test rig, designed with
Snecma between 2009
and 2011. It is intended
for CROR applications,
and is used in the S1
wind tunnel at Modane. 

HERA

DREAM

Objective: design, integrate and validate
new propulsion concepts based on the
counter-rotating open rotor (CROR)
design, to reduce noise, fuel consumption
and CO2 emissions, exceeding the objec-
tives set by ACARE for 2020 by 7%.
Onera's contribution: • application of
aerodynamic, acoustic and dynamic cal-
culation methods for CROR type engines
• numerical simulations for the aeroa-
coustics of a CROR type engine on a low-
speed test cell in Russia (Tsagi).

Interactions of blades with multiple unsteady flow wakes (computed with elsA)
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To maintain our scientific and technical leadership, ONERA invests in

fundamental research and spurs innovation. We are developing the

defense technologies that will underpin tomorrow's strategic and

tactical systems. We are also working on the enabling technologies for

tomorrow's commercial aircraft, to reduce fuel consumption and

noise, while further improving safety. 

ONERA is a multidisciplinary organization that brings together the

talents of 2,000 top experts in energetics, aerodynamics, materials,

structures, electromagnetism, optics, instrumentation, atmospheric

environment and space physics, complex and onboard systems,

information processing and long-term design. 

ONERA is Europe's leading center of expertise for aeronautical

wind tunnels. 

Results-oriented, ONERA conducts research in true project mode,

based on professionalism, scientific excellence, impartial expertise

and confidentiality. Fully two-thirds of our business comes from

commercial contracts with firm deadlines, awarded under competitive

conditions. Our annual budget is 244 million euros, including 26

million euros to keep our plant and equipment in perfect shape. 

ONERA works for both governments and industry. 
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